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Agenda
Ø Introductions
Ø Virginia Swain: Peacebuilding Process of Reconciliation to
Develop Political Will (PPR) And the Growth of the Global
Mediation and Reconciliation Service (GMRS)
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

United Nations, New York. Celebration Model, 1992
United Nations Mindanao, Philippines Peace Process, 1999
Rwanda (1999) and ex-Yugoslavian Refugees in USA (2005)
Millennium Development Goals

Ø Applications of Reconciliation Leadership (RL), the PPPR –
Case Studies for the Growth of GMRS
Ø Sam Onapa, Anna Sandidge, MSW, Sarah Sayeed, Ph.D
Ø The Need, Assumptions, Techniques, Competencies in Reconciliation
Leadership
Ø Reconciliation Leadership for Personal, Interpersonal,
Systemic/Group/Team and Global Challenges
Ø Application to Sudan, American Muslims and Interfaith Dialogue post 9/11,
anti-trafficking Dignity Network

The Institute for Global Leadership provides confidential,
compassionate and skilled guidance, consultation and training
to help leaders and teams through change, challenges and crises.
We recognize all human beings, institutions, nations and multilateral
entities for their uniqueness, need and capacity for transformation.

Reconciliation Leaders
Answer call for need for new leadership by
Commission of Global Governance
“The world needs leaders made strong by vision, sustained by ethics, and
revealed by political courage that looks to the longer term and future
generations for whom the present is held in trust.”
Our Global Neighborhood: Independent Commission of Global Governance, in its 1995 Report

Don't ask what the world needs. Ask what makes you come alive, and go
do it. What the world needs is people who have come alive.“ Howard
Thurman, Advisor to Martin Luther King

“

Perspectives on Sustainable
Development for Global
Problematique
•
•
•
•
•

Sharing needed: l/5 people
using 85% of the world’s
resources.
New leadership and cultural
models needed
Need shift from reaction to
proactive response &
prevention
Understand who we are
beyond our limitations
200 year present

•
•

•

World’s challenges need
resources of diverse cultures &
religions
Inspiration by Dag
Hammarskjold, 2nd UN
Secretary-General: UN reform
starts in the DH Mediation
Room
Understand how we can offer
healing our ourselves and
others for victim/perpetrator
cycle of violence

Starting Point at the United Nations in 1992
Global Mediation and Reconciliation Service Intervention
Pictured below: Starting point of 1992 Celebration of the Children of the World: A Model
for Building Global Community at the UN (http://vimeo.com/20617209) inspired by
meeting a street child in Rio de Janeiro at the Earth Summit (UNCED) with Virginia Swain

1.

Relationship building as the focal point for both
understanding the whole system and for
sustained dialogue:

2.

Encounter activities to express grief, loss and
the anger that accompanies injustice;

3.

Innovative reconciliation techniques that exist
outside the mainstream.
John Paul Lederach

Sustainable Reconciliation in Divided Societies
United States Institute of Peace Press

A role model, UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold, showed us in
his Meditation Room at the UN and in Markings, his spiritual memoir,
the need to be reflective, meditative and vocationally called to the work
of leadership for strength and true power.

Meditation Room,
United Nations Headquarters
( photo © F. Lère)

Abstract mural in the Meditation
Room by painter Bo Beskow
( photo © F. Lère)

Assumptions of Reconciliation
Leadership
• Humanity’s greatness
and goodness inherent in
everyone & sorely
needed now
• We need dramatically
different ideas that will
impact large numbers of
people
• Personal peace and
justice linked to global
peace and justice

• Linear models integrated
with visionary models
• Environments must be
facilitated to elicit
untapped energy of
individual and collective
unconscious for healing
humanity’s spiritual and
psychological wounds
• All people welcome,
inclusive

Assumptions of Reconciliation Leadership:

A New Definition of Political Will
• Comes from a vehicle
where the citizens of
the world can speak.
• Provides experience of
deep connection
between peoples in
brother and sisterhood.
• Common purpose is
effortless and
meaningful

• Politics is
consciousness- raising
and collaborative
change making,
peaceful evolution
• Ultimately transforms
the politics of self
interested, misplaced
power and self
aggrandizement

Assumptions of Reconciliation Leadership:
Coming into One’s Integrity

Provides a model to develop a global work
ethic to claim innate core gifts as a
foundation to review and release past
human self-defeating and destructive
behaviors

Reconciliation Leaders:
Four Levels of Competency
•

Personal

•

Interpersonal

•

Systemic

•

Global

Personal Competencies
• Clarity of one’s own
mission, purpose, needs
and agenda

• Intimate relationship with
the earth and its resources

• Healthy self esteem and
confidence, self aware of
one’s gifts, strengths,
limitations

• Reflection skills

• Presence
• Always cleaning lens:
cultural awareness &
broad world view

• Trust in intuition
• Understanding role and
untapped potential of the
unconscious (shadow)
– Bargh: 95% of waking life is
unconscious; iceberg

Interpersonal Competencies
• Reconciling polarity of work self versus a true self
• Willing to reconcile relationships in one’s personal life
(i.e., family, colleagues, gender differences)
• Compassionate listening, presence and ability to give
and receive feedback in a way that doesn’t alienate
others
• Willingness to take time to work a situation through to its
reconciling completion
• Understand/develop conflict competencies of competing,
collaboration, sharing, avoiding and/or accommodating

Interpersonal Competencies
• Understanding the role of the untapped potential
of the unconscious in relationship
• Open to & celebrating differences, which
become a source of mutual learning
• Learning conflict management skills; keep
conflict at Leas Levels 1 and 2 (problem to solve
and misunderstanding (levels 3-5 need third
party)
• Creating a support system for personal and
vocational satisfaction and integrates one’s
spirituality in self, relationships and work

Systemic/Group Competencies
• Understanding how to
address systemic conflict
while introducing and
sustaining change
• Having courage and
discipline to refrain from
individual action taking when
group needs are different
• Knowledge of organization
development consulting
framework: entry, needs
assessment, planning,
implementation, follow-up,
evaluation

• Understanding how to
transform the collective
unconscious of a group
• Building community and
teams from intention
and vision
• Linking individual and
organizational vision
• Understanding the
power of cultural
diversity in systems

Global Competencies
• Bring personal, interpersonal, systemic
competencies to global challenges
• 200 year present; l/3-2/3 world re-framing
(Boulding)
• Coalition building across groups and
systems for political action for the common
good
• Commitment to soul force rather than
armed force

Global Competencies
• Historic, restorative and visionary perspectives
and skills
• Interdependent thinking and action
• Understanding and developing interventions that
harness potential of UN as a system; we are
global citizens
• Knowledge how to facilitate elicitive (not
prescriptive) systems, i.e, A Peacebuilding
Process to Develop Political Will; Asking the
People Inquiry Process; Imaging; Celebration;
Historicizing; Global Liturgy, Ritual

Assessment Tool for Reconciliation Leaderships
addressing the Global Problematique (adapted from
Rothauge)
Formation:

Stabilization: Leader is

creative growth,
establishes
traditions

To secure a sound future

Manager,

Decline:

Renewal/Birth:
Leader is catalytic,
entrepreneurial
w/resilience and
imagination

Chaos/ Death:
Leader models letting go,
forgiveness. parent,
healer,
companion

Leader is Nonjudgemental
Healer , Teacher,
Companion

Techniques: Understanding to Heal
the Cycle of Violence
Creating Myths/Heroes and
the “Right Conflict History”

Act of “Justified”
Aggression
Injury, Pain,
Shock, Denial

Desire for
Justice and Revenge
Anger
Why me?

Realization of
Loss
Suppression
of Grief and Fears

When Victim Becomes Perpetrator
The Center for Strategic and International Studies

Techniques: Seeing the Cycle of Violence as
Larger than Victim or Perpetrator
Negotiating Solutions
Joint Planning

Reconciliation

Envisioning Justice

Choice to Forgive

Acknowledgement of Guilt,
Apology, Truth Telling
“Rewriting History”
Identifying Needs
“Why Them”?
Rehumanizing the Enemy
Steele, Center for Strategic and International Studies

When victim
becomes
perpetrator

Injury: Pain,
Shock, Denial

Mourning,
Expressing
Grief,
Accepting Loss

Confronting Fears

Reconciliation Leadership
Techniques in Action
• A Peacebuilding Process of Reconciliation (UN
celebration with Public Peace Process 1992 )
• Historicizing (Philippines Peace Process,1999)
• Imaging: Motivates present behavior by using future time
methodology, timeline and action plan (Millennium
Development Goals 1999-present)
• Asking the People Inquiry Process (post-Genocide
Rwandan Refugees (1999)
• Global Mediation and Reconciliation Service with
Reconciliation Leaders as facilitators (1999-present)

A Global Mediation and
Reconciliation Service
The Center for Global Community
and World Law’s Mechanism for
Conflict Prevention

A Global Mediation and Reconciliation Service
offers the enactment of “sacred right to peace”
for the United Nations Community and “the peoples of our planet
(November 12, 1984 General Assembly Resolution 39/11)
We only use Article 33, Chapter VI of the United Nations Charter
We seek peaceful means for conflict prevention.
We seek to seat humanity at tranquility’s harvest by facilitating the
creation of healthy, harmonious multiethnic frameworks for a
community, institution, national or global challenges. We help people,
groups and institutions shift from an intellectual understanding of being
part of a global community to an experience of being part of one
human family. We studied the truth commission results. We seek to
reconcile challenges without the Commision.

The Idea of Reconciliation
In dealing with the challenges posed by
contemporary conflict, an important
meeting point between realism and
innovation is the idea of reconciliation.
How can reconciliation be catalyzed and
sustained in divided societies, divided
societies.
John Paul Lederach

Sample Frameworks of the
Global Mediation and Reconciliation Service
custom-designed to meet each unique challenge

• A Peacebuilding Process of Reconciliation
to Develop Political Will--Inaugural Project:
Celebration of the Children of the World,
United Nations 1992.
• Asking the People Inquiry Process-Inaugural Project: Rwanda after the
Genocide
• A Global Liturgy--Inaugural Project:
Parliament of the World’s Religions

A Peacebuilding Process of Reconciliation to Develop
Political Will Developed Over Twenty Years in Local and
International Settings
•
•

•

•

•

Inspired by UNCED Vigil and
meeting street children
Seeing need for new development
model, a framework, adaptable to
all cultures
Daylong Inaugural Event, UN
1992 result of ten months of
preparation
Addresses root causes of conflict
in lightly structured framework in
temporary community where
protracted historic conflict offers
opportunities for felt experiences
of movement from isolation to
global citizenship
Connects personal peace to
global peace

•

•
•

•

Celebration of the Children of the
World fostered reconciliation by
renewing a sense of equality,
dignity and worth among
representative members of the UN
community, without their titles and
roles for a day
Celebration as a conflict
prevention tool
Participants still working together
in new political tradition for the
common good
Reconciliation Ritual allows
unconscious and conscious
suffering to be transcended

Rwanda after the genocide: Can the PPR be applied in a similar way
for yet another level of service? Intentional and societal responses in
conflict prevention that foster the common good?
•
•

•
•

•
•

Pilot Asking the People Inquiry
Process (ATPIP)
lightly structured, highly interactive
framework to address a global
crisis.
Participants act as a group think
tank.
Supporting a visionary Tutsi priest
with a proposal for his own
country including how the
Rwandan debt could be canceled
Consultations sponsored by
Anglican UN Office
Case presented in Peace
Psychology Division of APA

•

•

Common element of ATPIP:
Sacred Container, holding
environment, to contain the anger,
fear and other emotions that lead
to breakdown of communications
and address deep-rooted
intractible disputes
Expert, interested non-experts,
people intimately and emotionally
affected by the challenge all
invited and highly valued
Participants included people who
admitted complicity in the
genocide, non-Rwandan experts
and human rights advocates, and
interested non-experts

Levels of Conflict and Tension
(Leas)
• Level 1: Problem to
Solve (honest difference of
opinions come when our goals,
values, needs, lifestyle,
methods, age gaps, cultural
differences clash
•

(Level 0 unhealthy, no
disagreement allowed, thus
stifling the life energy and spirit
that healthy conflict brings)

•

If there is open, objective
sharing of information and
feelings, the differences will
enrich the group. There is a
collaborative approach to
resolving differences at this
level. The approach requires
people’s commitment to
listening, empathy and
negotiation. This level is a
healthy one.

Conflict Level 2 Disagreement
• The strain and
estrangement that
comes when the
disagreeing people
fial to spend time
together and listen to
one another.
• Personalities and
issues become
confused.

• Bridge people support
people working out
conflict with
education, humor or
inspiration.
• Retreat for an
educational seminar
to bring people
together in a neutral
setting

Conflict Level 3: Contest
• There is a win/lose
dynamic here, an
enemy that has to be
dealt with. Withdrawal
or final confrontation
are the only
acceptable solutions
to the people in
contest.

• Outside support with a
knowledgeable
consultant is best when
this level occurs
• Education and
Seminars, Mentoring are
helpful along with selfassessment tools like
the Kilman Conflict
Mode Instrument, the
Myers Briggs Type
Indicator,

Conflict Level 4: Fight/Flight
• Parties at this level
want to eliminate
each other.
• No ability or
inclination to resolve.

• An intervention will
negotiate a settlement
but not bring
resolution to the
issues.
• Addressing root
causes are essential
a longstanding
abiding agreement

Conflict Level 5: Intractable
• The behavior at this
level is self righteous
and destructive.
• The conflict is
unmanageable

• The possibility of
resolving this outside
court is very small.

Result of Celebration Model at UN in 1992 using
Parallel Development (Rothauge), Levels of
Conflict (Leas) for Systems Change
Stabilization
Conflict
Level 1
Problem to
Solve or
Level 2
Disagreement
(Leas)

Formation
Transformed
System

New Initiative

Traditional Initiative

Bridge
People
Rebirth
Chaos

Decline

Core Assumptions and Elements of the Global
Mediation and Reconciliation Service
•

All levels of intervention: coexistence, restoration, or reconciliation

•

Personal peace and responsibility are linked to systemic peace and
responsibility
Rational, linear models are integrated with visionary, imaginative
models
A Sacred Container™ is facilitated as a holding environment for deep
rooted, historic conflict
Historic cultures of peace are honored
Finding the goodness in every human being
Human rights are honored as a felt experience
Systemic injustice is transformed by the renewal of systems and people
Actors from all segments of society work together

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common Elements of Each Implementation of the
Global Mediation and Reconciliation Service
The Public Peace Process (Saunders) Linked with the Personal Peace Process (Swain)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building trust by experiencing relationships: experts, non-experts,
victims at the table
Deciding to Engage: What stops me from being who I am?
Mapping the Relationship Together: How can I take responsibility for
myself?
Probing Dynamics of the Relationship together: How can I open to
new possibilities?
Experiencing the Relationship by Thinking Together with a Practical
Problem: Planning a reconciliation event for forgiveness
Allowing Political Action Arise for the Common Good: How can I
become we?
Follow Up: Action Plan for Future: Working together in brother and
sisterhood.

Case Study in Mindanao, Philippines 1999
A Peacebuilding Process of Reconciliation
to Develop Political Will (PPR)
The Re-Definition of Politics:
Moving Beyond Self Interest to the Common Good
A PPR Intervention:
Entry, Needs Assessment, Planning, Implementation, Followup,
EvaluationI

Mindanao: Debriefing Marginalized Peacemakers
Embittered by the Peace Process
• Continuing conflict between Muslims, Christians and
Indigenous Peoples Peace Treaty signed in 1996.
• Christian and Muslim Peacemakers tried to concretize
the peace process for Rebels who needed practical
assimilation into society
• Funded by Nine Countries:
– Australia, Canada, New Zealand, Spain, Netherlands, Sweden,
Norway, Belgium, Turkey; UNDP IOM-MIRCAS Project able to
harness its huge resources to address the continuing conflict
between Muslims, Christians and indigenous cultural
communities

Needs Assessment: Christian and Muslim
Peacemakers were caught up in the cycle of
violence; Needed Debriefing/Healing
Creating Myths/Heroes and
the “Right Conflict History”

Act of “Justified”
Aggression
Injury, Pain,
Shock, Denial

Desire for
Justice and Revenge
Anger
Why me?

Realization of
Loss
Suppression
of Grief and Fears

When Victim Becomes Perpetrator
The Center for Strategic and International Studies

Planning: Invitation through Historicizing and Ritual
to Free Peacemakers from the Cycle of Violence
Negotiating Solutions
Joint Planning

Reconciliation

Envisioning Justice

Choice to Forgive

Acknowledgement of Guilt,
Apology, Truth Telling
“Rewriting History”
Identifying Needs
“Why Them”?
Rehumanizing the Enemy
Steele, Center for Strategic and International Studies

When victim
becomes
perpetrator

Injury: Pain,
Shock, Denial

Mourning,
Expressing
Grief,
Accepting Loss

Confronting Fears

Implementation: Using Personal to Global
Competencies
• Organization
Development Framework:
Entry: UNDP invitation
Needs Assessment:
De-escalate embittered
and angry peacemakers
Planning: Historicizing
and Celebration
• Intervention:
Personal/Interpersonal
Skills with Systems

• Global Skills: Historicizing
and Celebration
Follow up: Celebration
with Families; NGO
formed Evaluation: Silver
Bullet to 5 year
commitment
• Lederach’s Three Steps
• Ritual to free
peacemakers from
unresolved emotions
• Vision Curve

Historicizing: Tacit Norms Revealed
• “I was hungry and you formed a committee
to investigate my hunger.”
• “I was homeless and you filed a report on
my plight.”
• “I was sick and you held a seminar on the
situation of the underprivileged.”
• You investigated all aspects of my plight
and yet I am still hungry, homeless and
sick.”

Follow up:
Historicizing Revelations Addressed with
Ancient Transformation Ritual then Celebration
• Tacit norms identified
• Reflection on tacit norms.
• Two peacemakers, former rebels, clear how they
could go forward.
• Brought all concerns to the Fire as universal
letting go & transformational ritual
• Celebration with families

Taking Bitterness and Regrets to the Fire
Ceremony: Letting Go
– “My efforts were not acknowledged or
valued”;
– “Allah will provide
– “There’s life after MIRCAS”
– “Regrets not doing enough”; “anger,
bitterness, bad thoughts, discontent.” Tension
between United Nations agencies and within
Staff.

Evaluation
• Helpful process to birth a new NGO; high
marks from participants
• Re-evaluate silver bullet approach to
sustained reconciliation effort
• Need to find a challenge closer to home
with long term effect

Follow Up and Evaluation
Reconciliation Leadership:
Beyond the Silver Bullet Development Model
• Mediator at Urban High School for five years with
teachers and students from 60 cultures
• Trained 100 student mediators for hundreds of student
and faculty conflicts over bullying, race and culture
issues
• Issues represented societal conflicts;
• Introduced anger and stress management techniques as
well as expressive arts for anger de-escalation
• Drew on organization development framework for post9/11 institutional issues in Principal’s Advisory
Committee resulting in annual conference to unite all
cultures/students/faculty

Other GMRS Implementations
Among the 36 custom-designed pilot projects for the International Decade for a
Culture of Peace and Nonviolence for the Children of the World (2001-2010)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Celebration of the Children of the World:A Global Liturgy for the UN
Parliament of the World’s Religions
Interrelationship between Individual and State for Peacebuilding (1994)
A Peacebuilding Process of Reconciliation for Rwanda, ex-Yugoslavia
Engendering a Dialogue between the United Nations and International
Business:A Task Force on Self-Imposed Codes of Conduct for
Business (under former SG Boutros-Ghali) 199
Revisioning the Relationship between Men and Women (1994-95)
Philanthropy in the Emerging Civil Society (Mexico, 1995)
Facilitator, Genocide Consultation for participants from Great Lakes,
Africa (1999)
Earth Summit, Copenhagen Social and Economic Summit, Beijing
Process, Millennium Forum, State of the World Forum (facilitated
processes 1992-2000)

Relationship Building: Courses in Reconciliation
Leadership

Only from outer space does our blue planet resemble a touchingly
small sphere. All the differences and difficulties can be overcome.
The right words are found when we are united by a common
important goal—a goal so simple.
We hope everyone on earth will come to share
our cosmic perception of the world
and our desire to unite all the people’s of the earth
in the task of safeguarding
our common and only fragile and beautiful home.
Oleg Makonov, Planet Home

Global Mediation and
Reconciliation Service Cases
• Celebration of the Children of the World:A Global Liturgy
for the UN Parliament of the World’s Religions (1992-94)
• Interrelationship between Individual and State for
Peacebuilding (Baden,1994)
• A Peacebuilding Process of Reconciliation for Rwanda,
ex-Yugoslavia (1999)
• Engendering a Dialogue between the United Nations and
International Business:A Task Force on Self-Imposed
Codes of Conduct for Business (under former SG
Boutros-Ghali) 1999
• Urban School Mediator (2000-2005)

More Cases of the GMRS
• Revisioning the Relationship between Men and
Women (1994-95)
• Philanthropy in the Emerging Civil Society (Mexico,
1995)
• Facilitator, Genocide Consultation for participants
from Great Lakes, Africa (1999)
• Earth Summit, Copenhagen Social and Economic
Summit, Beijing Process, Millennium Forum, State
of the World Forum (facilitated processes 19922000)
• Courses in the United Nations using techniques of
Reconciliation Leadership (1999-present)

“When I circled the planet again and again, I experienced different people, different
cultures, vastly different experiences and origins. Yet there is a golden thread that
runs through all these expressions of individual experience that is the magic of life.”

Learning fromMindanao:
Silver Bullet approach to
development needs to change

American Muslims Post 9/11

Americans and 9/11
•
•
•
•

Tragedy of thousands of lost lives
Loss for families and for nation
Sense of security gives way to fear
Where should fear be directed? Who is to
blame?
–
–
–
–

Foreign threat: “they hate us because we are free”
Perceived domestic links to the threat
Similar issue with Pearl Harbor, Japanese internment
Very little introspection at the policy level

• Fidelity to the narrative & the “right conflict
history” patriotism and loyalty

American Muslims Post 9/11: NYC
• Crisis impacts Muslim families & communities in 2 ways
– Family members who perished in the Towers, Pentagon; street
vendors, restaurant workers
– INS special registration impact on immigrants and families;
detentions; deportations

• Collective sense of victimization in community doubles
– “Being black twice” for African American Muslims

• Projection of wider fears onto Muslims as “group”
– Muslims=aggressor; U.S.=victim

• Can we be safe and free?
– Polarization of security and civil liberties
– “Cost of security” varies by group- not equally shared

American Muslims: Diagnosing and Working to
Heal The Cycle of Violence
Myths/Heroes; “Right Conflict History”
a) “Un-Islamic” governments; blame U.S.
b) Clash of civilizations

Act of “Justified” Aggression
a) 9/11
b) Afghanistan
Injury, Pain, Shock, Denial
Why do they hate us?

Desire for Justice & Revenge

Anger: Why us?
Rhetoric of Good
versus Evil

Realization of Loss
Lack of safety/security
Suppression of Grief and Fears
War, Passing of the Patriot Act

When Victim Becomes Perpetrator
The Center for Strategic and International Studies

Techniques: Seeing the Cycle of Violence as
Larger than Victim or Perpetrator
Envisioning
Justice: Reconcile
Polarities
Safe and Free
Choice to Forgive
Self, community, country

Negotiating Solutions
Joint Planning: Public
Education; Interfaith
Dialogue

Victim or Perpetratorchoice to attack, close up,
respond

Acknowledgement of Guilt,
Apology, Truth Telling
“Rewriting History”Separate out radical interpretations
Identifying Needs
“Why Them”?
Rehumanizing the EnemyUnderstand the underlying
fear
Steele, Center for Strategic and International Studies

Reconciliation
Injury: Pain,
Shock, Denial
Recognize shared
&unshared pain
in others

Mourning,
Expressing
Grief,
Accepting Loss
Confronting Fears
Rejection, Trying &
Not Succeeding

Application: Lederach’s Starting Points
1.

Relationship building: intra-faith, interfaith, liaison
with city, state, federal agencies- town halls

2.

Encounter activities to express grief, loss and the
anger that accompanies injustice: interfaith prayers;
press conferences; public congregational prayers
at rallies

3.

Innovative reconciliation techniques that exist outside
the mainstream: responding to media; NYT
•

Terminology to describe Islam/Muslims

•

Why are Muslims silent? Moderate Muslims?

Introducing a Technique from our
Reconciliation Leadership Tool Box
The Imaging (Visioning) Process,
followed by a Timeline & Action Plan
Visionary Leaders begin implementing
as they leave the room

Imaging for Visionary Leadership: Building a
Global Partnership for Development (MDG #8)
•

•

•

The late Dr. Elise Boulding, (Nobel
Peace Prize nominee) and Warren
Ziegler created an imaging
workshop to motivate behavior in
the present by using images of the
future.
Their theory is that the people of
this earth will not be able to create
something they haven’t
envisioned.
As people imagine a positive
future, they then can work back
into present time to achieve a
positive present with a timeline
and concrete action steps.

•

Dr. Boulding believed that if we
can image a solution to a
challenge, the solution will happen
after we get practical with a
timeline and action steps.

•

Virginia Swain was mentored and
trained by Dr. Boulding to lead
imaging workshops.

•

Imaging has been used in the
Reconciliation Leadership
Certificate Program, the Global
Mediation and Reconciliation
Service and the Coalition for the
Human Right to Peace.

Dr. Joseph Baratta
Re-visioning his dissertation on
World Federal Government
In an Imaging workshop in 2010.

Joseph Baratta re-visioned his dissertation
on World Federation in an imaging exercise

6meeting.pdf

“A Leadership and Practice to Reconcile Challenges in
A post-September 11 World”
By Sarah Sayeed and Virginia Swain © 2005
Human Dignity and Humiliation Network at Columbia

Reconciliation as Policy (2006)
“Reconciliation
as Policy”
and
By Sarah
Ph.D
A Leadership
andSayeed,
Practice
to and Virginia
Swain
2006
Reconcile Challenges
in a postPapers11published
as Global Advisor to
th World (2005)
September
Human
and Humiliation Network,
SwainDignity
and Sayeed
Columbia University

Reconciliation Leaders and a Global Mediation and Reconciliation Service
are trademarked services of the Institute for Global Leadership www.globalleader.org, click on http://global-leader.org/gl_gmrs_ov.htm

Sam Onapa’s Image of Healing in the Sudan
Building Trusting Relationships One by One

Imaging for Visioning:
The United Nations officially training
Reconciliation Leaders
A New Vocation for Peacebuilding

Reconciliation Leaders in Training at the United Nations
“Don't ask what the world needs.
Ask what makes you come alive, and go do it.
• have come alive.“
What the world needs is people who
Howard Thurman, Advisor to Martin Luther King

Millennium Development
Goals
Visioning and Action Plans

Working in partnership with the UN:
Reconciliation Leaders support the
UN Millennium Development Goals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Achieve universal primary education
Promote gender equality and empower women
Reduce child mortality
Improve maternal health
Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Ensure environmental sustainability
Develop a global partnership for development

Technique: The Imaging Process & Action Plan (Boulding)
Millennium Goal #1: Eradicate extreme poverty and
hunger
The end of poverty

Steps toward a concrete
action plan to end global
poverty

Millennium Goals # 8 &10: Ensure environmental
sustainability & Develop global partnership for development

Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Imaging the end of poverty, then steps toward a concrete action
plan to end global poverty 196 Heads: Millennium Goal #1of 10

Images created by Reconciliation Leaders

Millennium Goal #8: 3rd graders teaching Ambassador and
Mrs. Chowdhury what they know about environmental
sustainability

Millennium Goals # 8 &10: Ensure environmental
sustainability & Develop global partnership for development

The Re-Invention
of the Human Being

Discussion Period
Never doubt the power of a small, committed
group to affect change in the world. Indeed
it’s the only way it’s ever happened. (Meade)

Never doubt the power of
Reconciliation
Leaders for a Global
Mediation and
Reconciliation Service
to make a difference in theI
United Nations and the
world

